
AMF755ZE01
Foldable OLED product for smartphone

Boost the clarity, boot the plastic

TM

Diamond PixelTM (Round Diamond PixelTM)
Diamond Pixel™ presents a revolution in expressing crisp lines, clear shapes, and 
extraordinarily sharp detail. Its clarity is achieved using fewer but more ingeniously 
aligned pixels. Text is more readable and distinct images leap from the screen. Intricate 
detail using less energy. 
Round Diamond Pixel™ for optimized image quality that truly shines with Eco2 OLED™. 

Eco2 OLEDTM
Reduced plastic parts, lower power consumption. Eco2 OLED™ now integrates the 
previously separate polarizer function. Without the extra layer in the way, images get 
clearer, plastic is saved, and power is more efficient. Eco-friendliness that showcases 
spectacular color and clarity.
EEco2 OLED™ saves energy. By transmitting light at a 33% higher rate than before, it 
reduces power consumption up to 25% while achieving the same brightness. The 
integrated polarizer lets you use your phone longer, without dimming your screen from 
battery worries.

UTGTM
The excellent transparency and hardness of real glass, but foldable. Even with heavy 
usage of 100 folds a day, UTG™ stands up to over five years of constant use. That's 
equal to enduring over 200,000 folds and still working fine, in tests verified by Bureau 
Veritas.

UPCTM
The way a screen should be. Enjoy truly uninterrupted viewing on a genuine Infinity 
Display. Experience edge-to-edge crystal-clear picture unmarred by a camera hole. A 
camera is imperceptibly overlaid with pixels for color uniformity UL has certified as 
visually indistinguishable.

Adaptive FrequencyTM
Adaptive Frequency™ matches your type of usage. Blitz through high-speed games at 
a 120Hz refresh rate. Or snap a picture using only 10Hz. The auto adjusting refresh rate 
gives you smooth motion quality with reduced power consumption, for longer-lasting 
battery life.

Specification

7.6” (QXGA+)

1,768 Ⅹ 2,208 (373)

500

In 1.4R

200,000 Times

Size

Resolution (ppi)

Brightness (nit)

Folding Radius

Folding Durability (25℃)

Contact us @https//www.samsungdisplay.com/eng/customer/voc.jsp


